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Executive Summary
Ruth Handler, founder of Barbie once said, “My 
whole philosophy of Barbie was that, through the 
doll, the little girl could be anything she wanted 
to be.” But with the growing competition in the 
toy industry and controversy surrounding Barbie’s 
brand values, Barbie is struggling to captivate 
girls 3-8 years old and drive sales among parents. 
Barbie is more than a doll — she opens doors 
for girls to dream big. Whether girls dream of 
becoming pizza chefs or astronauts, Barbie sends 
the message that You Can Be Anything.
 
Our concept is to promote Barbie’s You Can Be 
Anything campaign through playful, innovative brand 
experiences that will drive excitement and sales for 
Barbie products. Barbara, Kenneth, and Partners 
has developed an integrated marketing campaign 
to engage 3-8 year old girls who are discovering 
limitless dreams through play, while ensuring 
parents that nothing will get in their child’s’ way.  

Our campaign addresses girls’ desire for innovative 
experiences, and their parents’ need for reassurance 
in Barbie’s brand values. We deliver Barbie’s 

message that You Can Be Anything to these 
audiences through innovative and interactive 
brand experiences that build upon a foundation 
of proven traditional and digital media outlets.
 
Our campaign will spark excitement for Barbie 
products among girls through unforgettable 
experiences and drive sales by combating negative 
perceptions of Barbie among parents. Barbie’s 
core audience knows that girls dream big, and 
nothing should get in their way. Through this 
campaign, Barbie will create genuine brand 
connections by celebrating what audiences and 
Barbie have in common: the shared belief that 
You Can Be Anything.
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Barbie Brand History
“You Can Tell It’s Mattel...It’s Swell!” 

In 1959, Barbie was introduced as a better 

way for a girl to play. Over time, it became 

one of the most recognizable toy brands 

worldwide. After recent controversies 

surrounding Barbie’s values as a cultural 

influencer, the company has dramatically 

evolved its brand. By introducing diversity in 

appearance and careers, as well as aligning 

itself with successful women icons, Barbie 

has dramatically improved its perception 

among modern audiences. Barbie’s unique 

brand identity has remained consistent 

with its recent 2015 campaign: You Can 

Be Anything. Barbie has risen to the top of 

its market as one of the key competitors 

in the doll and toy space. Today, Barbie 

is a catalyst for girls to discover, explore, 

and experiment all the time. 
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Girls 3-8 Parents of girls 3-8 $10MM

The Challenge

Break through the cluttered toy category to spark the desires of girls 3-8 years old 
for Barbie products and drive sales.

Ensure product advertising ladders up to You Can Be Anything brand message and tagline. 
Target girls 3-8 but remember that parents are the purchasers.

Find non-traditional methods of reaching and connecting with the consumer.
Build a strong affinity with the consumer.
Drive sales of the Fashionista Barbie, Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza Maker, and the Barbie Dreamhouse.
Attribute advertising spend to sales (both ecommerce and in-store).

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

CAMPAIGN CONSIDERATIONS

BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

PRIMARY TARGET SECONDARY TARGET TOTAL BUDGET



The Strategy
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Research Overview
S T R A T E G Y

Nationwide reach  
20-question survey

214 Quantitative Survey Responses

Quantitative 

Product discussions and  
reviews

6 In-Depth Hour-Long Interviews

Walk-throughs with parents and 
children at Target and Walmart toy 
departments

2 In-Store Walkthroughs

Qualitative analysis of key product  
Amazon reviews

Analysis of Amazon Reviews

Qualitative

Scientific Studies on Child 
Learning Psychology

Recent News Articles +  
Social Buzz Around Barbie

Desk Tools

Nielsen Ad Intel – for insight into historical 
media spend
Nielsen MRI Clear Decisions – for survey 
based target learnings

eMarketer – market research that provides 
insights and trends related to digital marketing, 
media and commerce

Statista – An online statistics, market research 
and business intelligence portal
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Competitive Analysis

Barbie occupies a unique space in the toy market 
as a doll that encourages a little girl to express 
herself through play. The majority of competitive 
dolls in the space represent an established 
character that little girls embody when they play, 
essentially encouraging girls to play pretend as 
someone they are not. This is an important point 
of differentiation from competitors, such as the 
Disney Princess dolls.

Our research also finds that building and art 
toys are dolls’ indirect competition in the toy 
space. Many parents want to encourage their 
daughters to create or build with toys like Lego 
and Play Doh — likely in response to a growing 

cultural backlash against stereotypical toys for 
girls. However,  Barbie’s collection of interactive 
‘creation’ toys, such as the Barbie Cooking and 
Baking Pizza Maker, allow it to actively compete 
in this world of ‘creative building toys.’

Our goal is not to dramatically reposition Barbie’s 
current space in the market, but to reinforce 
Barbie’s unique positioning by furthering its You 
Can Be Anything brand campaign and sparking 
interest in key product lines.

Barbie is more than a character, 
and more than a tool.

BUILDING/CREATING 
 PLAY TOYS

PASSIVE TOYS

EXPRESSES INDIVIDUALITY

EMBODIES EXISTING CHARACTER

Video Games

57.1% of parents currently 
describe Barbie as 
‘promoting imagination.’

S T R A T E G Y
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When we look at the toy landscape as a 
whole there are quite a few options for 
little girls to choose from. Young girls 
have the option of choosing between 
Barbies, other competitive doll brands, 
but also other toys in general (i.e. stuffed 
animals, puzzles, games, art). This makes 
it extremely difficult to compete for the 
top runner of toy purchases when a child’s 
attention span is so easily derailed.  When 
analyzing the competitive landscape, 
we’ve identified two parent companies as 
key competitors in the toy space, Hasbro 
and Kirkbi. These competitors offer more 

than just doll products-they offer other 
toy options that are taking away from 
the focus from the Barbie Fashionistas, 
Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza Maker, 
and Barbie Dreamhouse. 
 
From looking into competitive spend of 
these players we found that in Q1-Q3 
Mattel’s media spend is typically light in 
relation to its competitors.  Their reported 
spend shows that they take on a “lights on 
approach” making sure they stay present 
and aren’t completely dark.  In Q1-Q3 YoY 
Mattel is being outspent by Hasbro and 

Kirkbi, however, in Q4 Mattel dominates 
spend.  This speaks to their strong holiday 
initiative.  Mattel holds back media dollars 
during the bulk of the year so that they 
can cut through the clutter of other toy 
options when gifting is top of mind.
 
Over the past two years, Barbie contributes 
to roughly 25% of Mattel’s total spend which 
is a big chunk of the pie when considering 
all the products Mattel has to offer. 
 
Of these competitors, across the board, 
Linear TV takes up a bulk of the media 

spend.  Digital, Cinema, Audio and 
Print show a presence throughout all 
competitors but have very minimal funding 
support.

Media Landscape
Total ‘16 Reported  

Spend (000)
Total ‘17 Reported  

Spend (000)
% Change vs. YAG

HASBRO INC $85,868 $91,532 +7%

KIRKBI A/S $75,470 $65,135 -14%

MATTEL INC $93,547 $95,857 +2%
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Research Findings

Kids love play for a reason. Pediatric 
research experts say that tactile play 
experiences are essential to children’s 
growth, and that experiential play is a 
primary method of acquiring knowledge 
about the world.

Learning:  Creating memorable 
experiences for children, rather than 
bombarding them with more advertising, 
will foster a more lasting relationship 
between children and Barbie.

In our qualitative interviews, there was 
a disconnect between the way children 
and parents viewed our products. While 
girls saw representation of themselves 
and opportunities for creative play, 
parents were concerned about what 
kind of stereotypes each toy might 
possibly embody. 

Learning: By encouraging parents to 
see Barbie through their daughters’ 
eyes, we can dispel harmful stereotypes 
surrounding Barbie products.

Children love - and remember - experiences

Parents see stereotypes where girls see  
opportunities. Product Review Responses

References/Expert Opinions

Sian Beilock, professor of psychology at the University of Chicago, says “A very 
strong predictor of academic achievement was how early kids were moving, 
exploring their world… When kids can explore their surroundings, all of a 
sudden, things change.”

“Movement, or physical activity, is thus an essential factor in intellectual 
growth, which depends upon the impressions received from outside. Through 
movement we come in contact with external reality, and it is through these 
contacts that we eventually acquire even abstract ideas.”- Maria Montessori 

“I like how the cheese looks real...  
 I can make a pizza shop with my friend.”

“I don’t know...I don’t want to teach         
 her to stay in the kitchen, you know?”

“Giving a girl a house to take care of... it’s   
 a little stereotypical.”

“I can do anything I want in here.”

“I just don’t want her to grow up thnking  
 she needs to be pretty all the time.”

“She looks just like me!”

Girls 3-8

Pizza Chef

Dream House

Fashionistas

Parents of Girls 3-8

S T R A T E G Y
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Primary Audience: Emma

Research by Flynn and Richert (2015) showed that using novel interactive 
media allowed children to perform better on letter and number recognition 
and device knowledge.

At such a young age, Emma is not yet aware of the challenges and stereotypes 
her parents want to protect her from. She sees Barbie products as a fun 
opportunity for play.

71.4% of children have access to a smartphone
41% of children use tablets every day

Fun loving, creative five year old - Generation Alpha
Favorite TV Show: Elena of Avalor, mainly consuming on her connected 
TV device
Favorite Downtime Activity: Watching kid influencers’ toy hauls and toy 
unboxings on YouTube
Favorite Place to Play: Her local park
Owns two Barbie dolls given to her as gifts

Emma Learns through Interactive Play, or 
“Embodied Learning”

Emma is a Digital Native

Emma Sees Opportunity Everywhere

KEY AUDIENCE INSIGHTSROLE: DECISION MAKER GIRLS AGES 3-8 YEARS OLD

S T R A T E G Y
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Emma’s Journey
Emma is a fun loving, creative, young girl 
(age 3-8).  Her typical weekend is jam 
packed with lots of exciting activities.  She 
starts her day waking up and jumping into 
her parents bed to watch her favorite show, 
Elena of Avalor, on TV while she waits for 
her parents to fully wake up.  Once her 
parents wake up, she goes to the kitchen 

to make dinosaur shaped pancakes with 
(extra) chocolate chips.  After breakfast, 
her two best friends Maya and Anna come 
over for a play date.  Emma’s mom takes 
the girls to see a movie.  Once the movie 
is over, Emma’s mom takes the girls home.  
While at home, Emma enjoys hopping 
onto YouTube and watching various kid 

influencers and their toy hauls and toy 
unboxings.  Emma and her parents run 
errands before they enjoy a nice family 
meal at Olive Garden, Emma watches 
videos as she waits for her food. Once 
they finish up their dinner they head home 
and Emma begins her nightly routine. 
Emma’s super exciting weekend provides 

us with many opportunities to connect 
with her through various media touch 
points. Throughout the media portion 
of this campaign proposal, you will see 
how we solve for each opportunity to 
reach her.
 

Barbie can spark excitement for key products by creating interactive brand experiences within Emma’s day-to-day  
media touchpoints, as well as through unforgettable experiential events beyond her daily routine. 

9AM  Makes breakfast with Mom 1PM Goes to the movies 5PM Runs errands with Mom 8PM Goes to bed

6AM Wakes up and jumps into her 
parents’ bed to watch her favorite 

show while she waits for her 
parents to fully wake up

11AM Has a play date  
with Maya and Anna

4PM Plays on YouTube at home 6PM Has dinner at Olive Garden

OPPORTUNITY

S T R A T E G Y
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Secondary Audience: Emma’s Mom

42.9% of parents said, “I have never bought a Barbie for my child, but I 
might do so in the future.”

38.9% of respondents said they believe they were their most creative 
during childhood.

In our survey 96.4% of parents said, “Toys are tools that play an important 
part in developing a child’s ideas about the world.”

Graphic Designer, 35 years old

Brand Experience: Played with Barbie as a child

Values: Considers herself a modern woman, and wants to keep Emma 

from experiencing the same challenges she did growing up

Mom has never bought a Barbie product for 
Emma, but is open to it.

Mom believes in the important role of toys in  
childhood development.

Mom believes in the rare magic of childhood 
creativity.

S T R A T E G Y

ROLE: PURCHASER - PARENTS OF GENERATION ALPHA DAUGHTERS KEY AUDIENCE INSIGHTS
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Emma’s Mom’s Journey
While we know Emma is our main focus 
for this assignment, we know that it’s the 
parent that ultimately makes the purchases 
so it’s important that we recognize her 
as well, and get a better understanding 
of who she really is. 

 Emma’s mom is a mother of a daughter 
(age 3-8) with a HHI of $75k+.  She does 
her best to invest as much as possible in 
her child’s future by providing as many 
outlets for imaginative play as possible 
while she’s young. Emma’s mom has 

never purchased a Barbie for her child, 
but she is open to purchasing Barbie 
products for Emma if she feels like it would 
be a healthy choice. Our target makes 
up roughly 8% of the total population. 
On average, Emma’s mom purchases 

eight toys (total), more specifically three 
fashion dolls and/or three doll accessory 
items throughout the year. 
 

9AM Wakes up and makes  
breakfast with Emma

1PM Takes Emma and friends  
to a movie.

6PM  Has dinner at Olive Garden  
with her family

11AM  Hosts Emma’s friends  
over for a play date

6AM  Wakes up to Emma 
jumping into her bed.

5PM Runs Errands 10PM Goes to bed.

S T R A T E G Y

OPPORTUNITY  Barbie can reassure Mom that Barbie products celebrate her daughter’s potential by promoting the You Can Be Anything campaign 
both within her daily media touchpoints, and creating unforgettable brand experiences for her to share with her daughter.
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Strategy

1 2Girls: Shift negative perceptions of our key products by 
encouraging parents to see the world the way their children 
do — eliminating stereotypical perceptions of our product and 
framing Barbie as a fun facilitator of limitless play.

Parents: Spark product desire among girls by 
showcasing our key products through innovative and 
interactive brand experiences.

Although our primary audience is the decision-maker— girls 3-8 years old —  
their age necessitates targeting the secondary purchaser audience: their parents.  
 
Therefore, we propose a two-pronged strategy that addresses the needs of both the primary  
and secondary audiences:

Sparking excitement among girls (decision maker 
audience)....

Leads to sales among parents (purchase audience)

Creating open-minded parents (purchase audience)...
Means opportunities for Barbie play among the girls 
(decision maker audience)

CELEBRATING GIRLS’ LIMITLESS IMAGINATIONS       THROUGH UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES.

S T R A T E G Y



The Creative
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Creative Overview
You Can Be Anything

Celebrate girls’ limitless imaginations 
through unforgettable experiences.

Barbie believes in the power of girls, the limitless potential of their 
unique perspectives, and the importance of childhood play.

Girls love play experiences - not advertising. Their parents need 
to know that nothing will get in the way of their limitless potential. 
Barbie facilitates growth through imaginative play, and creates lasting 
bonds with girls through innovative brand experiences.

Spark excitement for products by creating unforgettable play 
experiences for girls, and encourage purchase by reassuring parents 
that Barbie products celebrate and facilitate their daughters’ limitless 
potential — not hinder it.

To ensure that our creative direction resonated with our primary 
and secondary target demographics, we held in-depth interviews 
consisting of participants from these audiences, taking careful note of 
the participants’ questions, comments, and concerns. We utilized their 
feedback to refine our ideas and strengthen our campaign.

C R E A T I V E

CAMPAIGN

THE INTERPRETATION

THE CONNECTION

THE CALL TO ACTION

THE REACTION

LEGEND

BIG IDEA

LIGHT SPEND

= BARBIE DREAMHOUSE = BARBIE PIZZA CHEF = BARBIE FASHIONISTAS

HEAVY SPEND
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Play Time 101
Isn’t it crazy how the older we get, the more we forget how to play? Barbie 
recognizes and knows that the best teachers of play are kids, and the best 
tool for the job is Barbie. 

In this :15 second spot we’ll place a girl, an adult, and Barbie in the 
same room and ask them to play. The adult might be a little rusty — but 
thankfully, our Barbie experts take them under their wing and teach them 
how to play again. This “reality play video”-style spot will be shot similar to 
unscripted Buzzfeed-like content, aligning with the campaign’s focus on 
creating organic brand experiences. 

This brand video clearly articulates the way 
Barbie provides a tool for little girls to express 
their imagination — the kind of fantastical play 
that so often escapes us as adults. This video 
captures the attention of young audiences in 
a ‘play video’ setting, while sending a higher-
level brand message to adults — successfully 
creating brand affiliation among both children 
and their parents.

C R E A T I V E

SUBSTANTIATION

PRODUCT

PLACEMENT

OCT. NOV. DEC.
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My Dream Room Update
Barbie will partner with Channel Factory to create a YouTube Influencer 
Program. Two influencers, TwoSistersToyStyle, will introduce their new 
Barbie Dreamhouse through a fun “new redecorated room” episode. As Emily 
and Evelyn detail how they’ve redecorated their room, they’ll describe how 
every detail was inspired by the Barbie Dreamhouse, and invite fans to share 
their own decoration ideas with the hashtag “#MyBarbieDreamhouseRoom” 
where viewers will then have the chance to be re-shared on Instagram by 
the creators.

This execution will generate excitement for the 
Barbie Dreamhouse among our target audience 
by creating genuine connections through trusted 
influencers. By encouraging shared experience 
through hashtagging (with the help of Mom!), 
Barbie will encourage users to generate content, 
drive product desire,  and drive sales.

C R E A T I V E

SUBSTANTIATION

PRODUCT

PLACEMENT

OCT. NOV. DEC.
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You Can Be Anything 
Barbie will inspire girls and parents alike through an Out-Of-Home campaign 
featuring successful girls on the covers of high indexing magazines — suggesting 
their limitless potential for success across various industries. Related products 
will be featured in the corner of the ad, tying key Barbie toys to the You Can Be 
Anything campaign ambition.

This simple yet impactful out-of-home execution 
emphasizes the limitless of little girls. This work 
will positively influence brand perception among 
skeptical parents, drive excitement among 
girls for Barbie products, and create a tangible 
link between the You Can Be Anything brand 
campaign with key Barbie products.

SUBSTANTIATION PLACEMENT

OCT. NOV. DEC.

C R E A T I V E

PRODUCT
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“Alexa, it’s Barbie  
playtime.”

Barbie’s Alexa voice partnership will allow Barbie 
to actively encourage play in an otherwise “analog” 
setting. While girls will love the new ways to 
play games with Barbie, parents will see Barbie 
as an additive tool for natural, imaginative play. 
Incorporating product-specific Alexa interactions 
will encourage children to ask their parents to 
purchase our key products so they can experience 
those specific kinds of play.

Barbie will introduce Barbie Playtime in the Alexa skills store. With this skill 
enabled, girls can simply call out “Alexa, it’s Barbie Playtime,” when they are 
ready to play. Instantly, Alexa becomes Barbie. Her voice is Barbie’s, and she 
will talk and interact as that girl plays and talks with her Barbie doll.

Hey Barbie, do you like this 
outfit I put together?

C R E A T I V E

Hey Barbie, what’s your favorite 
pizza topping?

Barbie, can I invite Ken over to 
our Dreamhouse party?

SUBSTANTIATION PLACEMENT

PRODUCT

OCT. NOV. DEC.

PLACEMENT

OCT. NOV. DEC.
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bARbie Stickers

Augmented Reality Stickers are an easily 
accessible way to bring children’s limitless 
imagination to life. These fun, easy-to-use digital 
stickers allow children to interact with Barbie 
within the context of their favorite YouTube 
experience — building their relationship with 
the brand and emphasizing the idea that Barbie 
provides the tools for them to fully embrace 
their unique perspective.

Digital devices are now a favorite in a kid’s toy chest. Instead of pitting digital 
devices against our physical toys, Barbie will have them cooperate together to 
make a greater play experience. 

Barbie will create a set of AR stickers that can be downloaded to smartphones 
and tablets. This digital execution will give girls and parents the opportunity 
to place AR stickers in the photos and videos that they share on social media. 
The stickers will also interact with digital videos by placing our assets into 
YouTube videos and Barbie digital content. 

With this execution we transform a phones and tablets into accessories to 
Barbie rather than a competitor.

C R E A T I V E

SUBSTANTIATION

PRODUCT

PLACEMENT

OCT. NOV. DEC.
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Theater ARcade

Barbie’s Augmented Reality theater experiences 
will break the boundary between digital and 
experiential — providing the tools for children 
to express their imagination while interacting 
with our key products. This play will initiate 
conversations and generate organic social among 
parents in attendance, to whom the execution 
is proof that Barbie is an innovative tool for 
imaginative play.

Going to the movies is one of the greatest treats for a kid, but sitting in a 
theater waiting for the movie to start certainly is not. Noovie is bringing this 
theater downtime into the 21st century with the Noovie ARcade, an interactive 
AR gaming experience.  
 
Barbie will create custom AR games that utilizes AR Barbie stickers to create 
moments of interactive play. The goal of our games will always be creativity. 
No zombies to kill, no points to score, no game-overs — just pure imagination. 
Children’s creations can then be shared on social media.

C R E A T I V E

SUBSTANTIATION

PRODUCT

PLACEMENT

OCT.
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Barbie’s Playhouse

Barbie’s Playhouse creates an unforgettable brand 
experience for girls and parents alike. The museum 
creates a world where anything is possible — 
allowing everyone who enters to see the world 
from a little girl’s limitless perspective. A physical 
manifestation of the way your girl sees the world, 
this exhibition will highlight the potential for 
growth through play with our three key product 
lines — bringing our core message to life and 
generating organic social buzz.  Additionally, 
girls and parents will be able to purchase key 
products as they are featured in each room (i.e., 
purchase the Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza
Maker in the kitchen).

Little girls love playtime — not ads. Young parents are searching for 
experiences to share with their children and to share with their friends on 
social media. 

Barbie will give both children and parents the unforgettable memories they 
are looking for in the ultimate Barbie experience. Barbie will create a pop-up 
museum inspired by our three key products to create Barbie’s Playhouse. The 
museum will take cues from other ultra successful pop-up experiences like 
the Museum of Ice Cream and Color Factory. 

C R E A T I V E

SUBSTANTIATION

PRODUCT

PLACEMENT

OCT. NOV. DEC.
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Pop-Up Chef
Barbie will partner with Target for an unconventional product placement in 
the cooking and baking aisle to showcase our Barbie Cooking and Baking 
Pizza Maker.  

There would be a temporary small shelf space in the aisle of the baking goods. 
Floor-sticker pizza slices will guide the parent and child to the cookware 
section, where the Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza Maker will appear in the 
first section of the aisle. Placed on the front of the shelf, Barbie appears with a 
chef’s hat and a button at a child-height that, when pushed, says “Let’s make 
some pizza!”

By placing the Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza
Maker in the cooking aisle, we reinforce the notion 
that imaginative play will become real later in 
life — that girls can Be Anything. The innovative 
placement will catch shoppers’ attention and 
lead to more spur-of-the-moment purchases, 
especially for parents shopping with children — 
driving sales among our target audiences.

C R E A T I V E

SUBSTANTIATION

PRODUCT

PLACEMENT

NOV. DEC.
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Barbie’s Pizza Truck
Don’t play with your food… unless you’re playing with Barbie! Girls — and 
Barbie — see play in every opportunity.  

Barbie will create a branded food truck, inspired by the Barbie Cooking and 
Baking Pizza Maker. When visiting the food truck, children can design their 
own pizza however they like using fun and creative ingredients like gummy 
worms and chocolate sauce. Pizzas will be baked in Barbie branded ovens, 
and be served by friendly Barbie chefs. As children enjoy their creations  their 
parents will share pictures of the experience on social media.

By creating an unforgettable tactile experience 
for children, Barbie’s Pizza Truck will spark desire 
for the Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza Maker 
while bringing children’s imaginations to life 
through creative culinary creations. Parents in 
attendance will generate organic social.

C R E A T I V E

SUBSTANTIATION

PRODUCT

PLACEMENT

NOV. DEC.



The Media
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Media Strategy Create memorable experiences, and 
evolve proven media tactics to foster 
brand relationships and effectively drive 
sales among our core consumer and 
their parents.
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Media Summary

Strategy Create memorable experiences, and evolve proven media tactics to foster brand relationships and 
effectively drive sales among our core consumer and their parents.

Video 
(AdvancedTV 

and Influencer 
Programs)

Awareness, Reach/
Frequency, VCR,  

Site Visits
Awareness, Reach

Engagement/Buzz, Social Shares, Talk Value, 
Return on Ad Spend, Conversions

Conversions

AudioPrint/OOH
Experiential  
Integrations

In-StoreTactics

Recommended 
Partners

Preliminary 
KPIs

S T R A T E G Y
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Video
Advanced TV: YuMe
Play Time 101

For Barbie, Linear TV advertising has 

been the #1 way for path to purchase.  

Historically, a large portion of Barbie’s 

media budget has been devoted to 

Linear TV, because it’s able to serve 

as a tutorial where kids can watch and 

learn about product offerings.  Typically 

when kids are exposed to these ads 

their running to their parents to relay 

the excitement of the product being 

advertised.  

 

We don’t want to stray too far away 

from what’s working for the business, 

but instead evolve the way that we 

communicate to our audience as the 

TV landscape advances.  The way we 

consume television has completely 

changed in the past few years.  Kids 

don’t wake up and wait for their favorite 

Saturday morning cartoon to come 

on, they wake up and watch what they 

want, when they want it.  YuMe offers 

that solution through Advanced TV.  

Advanced TV is an umbrella term that 

refers numerous forms of streaming TV 

content (connected TV, TV everywhere, 

linear addressable and video on demand 

addressable); it’s essentially all forms of 

TV not watched through the traditional 

broadcast, cable or syndication. YuMe 

has the potential to reach up to 67% of 

the active Advanced TV devices in the 

U.S., equating to 112MM consumers 

which is 44% of the total US.  YuMe has 

massive scale providing strong reach, 

while maintaining a healthy frequency. 

YuMe offers quality inventory and 

ultra-premium placements.  They were 

recognized as having the strongest 

sellers trust rating index score globally 

in 2017; a score determined through 

the combination of brand safety and 

quality of inventory.  

YuMe offers strong targeting capabilities, 

which allows us to reach highly desirable 

audiences who are deeply engaged in 

the contextually relevant content.  We 

are able to target demographically, 

from purchase based data, conquesting 

tactics, CRM data, channel targeting 

and more.

Advanced TV allows consumers to 

watch TV anywhere they want to.  We 

recommend a Cross Device Video 

approach: a Three Screen Blend (Online/

Mobile/Tablet).  Putting a bulk of our 

investment towards the largest screen in 

the house because it’s most impactful.  

But also remembering that these kids 

are viewing their favorite programs on 

multiple screens (so making sure to be 

present throughout).  Parents often 

give their children a mobile or tablet 

device to keep them occupied while 

their out.  From our research, 41% of 

kids use tablets every day. With our 

investment level we’ll receive an added 

value placed in-store attribution study 

(details to come). 

Investment: $1.2MM/quarter 

Product Focus: Suite of assigned 

products

Unit length: non-skippable 15 sec ads 

placed in-store attribution study

PARTNER RATIONALE

M E D I A
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Video
YouTube Influencer Program: Channel Factorys
My Dream Room Update

Kids today enjoy watching other kids 

play with their favorite toys.  YouTube 

is the largest video-sharing site in the 

world, making it a great outlet for 

this online video toy playing/viewing 

experience.  Through research, we’ve 

found that Barbie is the #1 Girl Toy 

Brand on YouTube and 75% of our core 

audience uses YouTube to watch videos, 

proving that this is an important area 

for us to continually increase presence.

Through Channel Factory’s talent 

connections, we recommend leveraging 

a handful of trusted influencers and using 

their persuasive power to develop long 

form videos that organically highlight 

the Barbie Dreamhouse. Channel 

Factory’s proprietary IQ software allows 

us to pinpoint the perfect influencer, 

here are just a few of the influencer 

options to choose from:

TwoSistersTwoStyle (total connections: 

800k)

Toys and Me (total connections: 8.2MM)

Play Toys (total connections: 3.0MM)

Tic Tac Toy (total connections: 1.3MM)

Once the videos have been deployed, 

each influencer would then post from 

their various social media platforms to 

encourage their following base to watch 

the video(s).  This allows us to continue to 

leverage the influencer’s social following 

for extended content distribution and 

reach. In addition to relying on the 

influencers social following to promote 

the video, we’d boost the influencer 

content through paid media with call-

to-action overlays and companion 

banners within the YouTube platform; 

increasing amplification of the video 

with precise targeting of girls who are 

actively consuming toy, games and 

Barbie content (of course taking into 

account COPPA guidelines).  In addition 

to that, we’d receive an added value 

Placed in-store attribution study (details 

to come). 

Investment: $300k/quarter 

Product Focus: The Barbie Dreamhouse

Placement Description: Long form 

ownable content created by a handful 

of established toy content creators 

Additional Information: Leverage 

the influencers social following to 

push out messaging to encouraging 

video viewing for extended content 

distribution and reach

Boost influencer content with 

precision targeting through paid media 

amplification (awareness and traffic 

drivers within the YouTube platform)

Implement a retargeting tactic through 

a programmatic buy, targeting parents 

later outside of the YouTube platform 

Placed in-store attribution study

PARTNER RATIONALE

PLACEMENT DETAILS

M E D I A
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Quantify the Impact of Video Activations on In-Store Visits

Placed provides location analytics 
and in-store attribution

How it Works

Ad Exposure Placed Tracks 
User Location

Placed Attributes 
Store Visits

Placed Reports 
Performance

Partner Rationale
The Placed Panel is the world’s largest 
opt-in location panel. Panelists opt-
in by installing a mobile app that 
measures location persistently in the 
background - Placed then turns this 
complex location data into actionable 
insights. This product is an additional 
layer added to all of video partners as 
added value. 

We know that many of Barbie 
transactions are occurring in-store 
vs. digitally. Placed measures these 

transactions to show the offline impact 
of advertising. Placed has the largest 
network of publishers, ad networks, 
and DSPs (200+). The Placed audience 
sends billions of location signals daily 
(directly sourced from the device), 
resulting in more 1st party locations 
than all the ad exchanges combined.

Placed Attribution & Survey reports 
(provided post-campaign) offer more 
than just store-visitation data, like key 
metrics for ongoing optimization & 

future campaign planning.

Note: Both mobile and desktop ads 
can be attributed to in-store sales. 
For any non-mobile app media (i.e. 
desktop and mobile web), Placed relies 
on cross-device partners to match 
any ad exposure back to the Placed 
Audience.

M E D I A

Through Secured Added Value with YuMe and Channel Factory
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OOH: Lean into OOH as it is a mass 

reaching vehicle allowing our primary 

and secondary audiences to be exposed 

to creative near schools, malls, and other 

family-frequented locations. Bringing 

the aspirational magic of the You Can 

Be Anything campaign to OOH will both 

provide empowering representation for 

girls and convince parents that Barbie 

is committed to encouraging their 

daughters’ limitless potential.

Print: Create a balance of family oriented 

and wide reaching titles. With the family 

angle in mind, looking into titles like 

FamilyFun, FamilyCircle, and Parents 

as they are contextually relevant and 

because parents are consuming this 

content with their kids top of mind, 

also utilizing weeklies such as People 

Magazine and Us Weekly to amplify the 

reach while the parents are consuming 

in a “leaned back” state.

Print/OOH
You Can Be Anything

Investment: $1.75MM/quarter 

Product Focus: Suite of assigned products

OOH Specs: 47.5” W x 68.5” H

Print Specs: P4CB C4

PARTNER RATIONALE

PLACEMENT DETAILS

M E D I A

Execute a partnership with Amazon to 

develop an Alexa Skill, Barbie will offer 

an enhanced playtime experience with 

Alexa.  When a young girl is getting ready 

for play, she’ll address her Alexa saying, 

“Alexa it’s playtime” triggering Barbie’s 

voice in place of Alexa’s for some play 

time.  While the child is playing with her 

Barbie, Alexa will listen for cues on when 

to laugh, ask questions, and answer 

the questions that a child asks as they 

play.  Parents have the opportunity to 

purchase Barbie products from Amazon 

straight from the Barbie skill center.

Audio
Amazon’s Alexa

Investment: $1MM/quarter 

Product Focus: Suite of assigned 

products

Placement Description:
Evergreen audio content for children 

to engage with as they play with their 

Barbie dolls 

Opportunity for conversions from 

Amazon in the skill center

PARTNER RATIONALE

PLACEMENT DETAILS
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Cinema activations deliver high on 
brand recall and favorability given the 
nature of the impactful larger-than-life 
experience.  When you’re at the movies 
there are minimal distractions, you’re 
in a dark room, it feels like it’s just you 
and the big screen.  Last month, NCM 
enhanced the movie goer experience 
by allowing visitors to play big screen 
interactive AR games during the Preshow 
through the NCM’s Noovie app.  Cinema 
is a great way to connect with our 
consumer. It allows us to reach our 
core audience while they’re most likely 
sitting right next to their parents.  After 
the game ends, audience members 
can share their creations with their 
friends through social and/or click out 
to Barbie.com to buy now.

Q4 G/PG rated Movie Opportunities:
Dr Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas
Wreck it Ralph 2: Ralph Breaks the 
Internet
Smallfoot

Experiential
Noovie ARcade: NCM Cinema

PARTNER RATIONALE
Investment: $1MM/quarter 
Product Focus: Barbie Fashionistas
Placement Description: Noovie 1:20 second ARcade content
Opportunity to play anywhere (at home on Noovie.com)
Added Value: Lens

PLACEMENT DETAILS

M E D I A

Making Barbie AR stickers available 
within AR-enabled Pixel phones, as 
well as through the Android Motion 
Stills app, will bring Barbie to life for 
Android owners across the country. 
While other AR integration partners 
exist, Google’s AR Stickers beat the 
competition to the punch when it 
comes to integrating the tech directly 
into the stock camera app, making 
it easily accessible for parents and 
children alike. 

Experiential
bARbie Stickers

Investment: $500K/quarter
Product Focus: Suite of assigned 
products
Placement Description: Evergreen AR 
placement on Android Pixel and Motion 
Stills app

PARTNER RATIONALE

PLACEMENT DETAILS
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Meredith Corporation is a 
media and marketing services 
company that oversees a 
number of trusted publications 
for parents. We recommend 
exploring a first to market 
opportunity that we’d pitch to 
Meredith to execute.  While we 
know that Meredith isn’t the 
best way to connect with our 
core target audience, we know 
this partner resonates well with 
our audience’s mom.  Knowing 
that mom’s invest quite a bit 
of time looking into weekend 
activities for their children, we 
feel this is a good investment. 
Partnering with Meredith will 
allow us to have say in the 

overall creative direction while 
they manage all the heavy lifting 
and nitty gritty logistics of this 
execution. This will also allow 
us to amplifying the message 
beyond Barbie’s social following 
and CRM database by extending 
and tapping into their following 
base. We’d like to kick this 
partnership off on National Pizza 
Day (November 12) and use that 
as our launch pad to extend 
into the end of December. This 
food truck would be traveling 
throughout that time hitting the 
top 10 national DMAs.  In addition 
to Pizza’s being available for 
purchase, customers will 
also have the opportunity to 

purchase the Barbie Cooking 
and Baking Pizza Maker at the 
location as well.

This execution also offers the 
opportunity for earned message 
extension through parents 
social sharing.

Experiential
Barbie Pizza Food Truck

Investment: $1MM/quarter 
Product Focus: Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza Maker
Placement Description: Pop-Up Pizza Truck
Location: Multi-City

PARTNER RATIONALE

PLACEMENT DETAILS

M E D I A
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Barbie will create a pop-up play museum 

(Similar to the Museum of Ice Cream and 

Color Factory) highlighting our three 

products of focus.  We will partner with 

Meow Wolf who have had a number 

of successful experiential installations. 

Parents invest a lot of time planning 

memoral events for their children. 

With this Barbie Play House, Barbie 

will give both children and parents 

the unforgettable memories they are 

looking for, encouraging creative play 

without borders.  Barbie Fashionistas, 

Barbie Cooking and Baking Pizza

Maker, and the Barbie Dreamhouse 

will be available for visitors to purchase 

throughout the Play House.

This execution offers the opportunity 

for earned message extension through 

parents social sharing.

Experiential
The Play House

PARTNER RATIONALE
Investment: $1MM/quarter 

Product Focus: Suite of assigned products

Location: Malibu

Placement Description: Experiental  branded 

experience

PLACEMENT DETAILS

M E D I A

Our In-Store Display execution 

utilizes preexisting partnerships 

with Walmart and Target to create 

unconventional placements in their 

grocery departments. This execution 

will create added value for Barbie by 

easily redirecting grocery shopping 

families to the store’s preexisting Barbie 

placement in the toy department. This 

provides consumers the opportunity to 

purchase the product in unique places 

where it’s contextually relevant.

In-Store Display
Pop-Up Chef

Investment: $100K/quarter

Product Focus: Barbie Cooking and 

Baking Pizza Maker 

Placement Description: In-store Grocery 

Aisle Product Placement and Display

PARTNER RATIONALE

PLACEMENT DETAILS
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From our competitive research, we’ve found Barbie’s 
media spend to be around $10MM in Q4. We took that 
learning and applied that to our flighting strategy for this 
project. Given that Q4 is approaching quickly and is a 
vital time for the business, we wanted to make sure we 
show up with a strong presence. We felt that all assigned 
products to focus on would resonate well during the 
Q4 timing, because of the holidays and other various 
cultural moments.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We are allocating a majority of the spend towards 
experiential as we believe and found through our research 
that this format resonates well with our target consumer 
followed by video as that’s what has worked best for 
the business historically.  We made sure to have at least 
two creative executions in market at a time throughout 
the flight for creative rotation purposes.

2018 Q4 Barbie Flowchart
M E D I A

Q4 Working Media % of ttl Spend
Experiential
Video
Audio
Print
OOH
In-Store

45%
19%
13%
13%
9%
1%
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Scalability
From our research, we learned that 
the United States is Mattel’s biggest 
and most important sales market. It 
provides the business with the most 
return on investment. In looking 
into historical reported spending 
data, we learned that Barbie typically 
allocates $10MM towards media at 
a national level on a quarterly basis.  
 
For this assignment, we were challenged 
to execute a global media campaign.  With 
Q4 being such a vital time for the Barbie 
business, we wanted to ensure healthy 
sustaining weight levels of our media 
presence.  Because these partnerships 
we are recommending are newer to the 
Barbie business we recommend using 
these initial executions as a test and learn 
opportunity to see the US impact prior 
to extending into other key regions.   

Once we have a better understanding 
of the campaign success of our media 
executions in the US, we recommend 
investing more heavily in key regions for 
global sales lift — specifically in Europe 
and Latin America, as these regions have 
proven to have greater sales potential. 

Source: Statista

M E D I A

YoY Regional Gross Sales of Mattel
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Measures of Success
As we think about the path to purchase, we’ve 
outlined our media tactics to show where 
they fall in the marketing funnel and how they 
play a larger role in helping drive the needle 
for the Barbie business.  

We recognize that while girls are the main 
focus of this project, the parents are the ones 
that utimately make the purchase decision.  
Through our plan we’ve highlighted both 
audiences and where we identify the handoff 
from decision maker to purchaser.  

We recommend utilitzing and implementing 
the following KPI framework and measurement 
plan to ensure the media is work harder for 
the brand.

M E D I A

Awareness

Influence 
Consideration

Drive Purchase

MEDIA TACTICS

(Kids – Key Decision Makers)

(Parents–Purchasers)

Video
Influencer Program
Print / OOH 
Audio
Cinema 
Experiential

Targeted Reach / Frequency 
(Media Deliveries)
Video Views / VCR
Site Visitation (AdServer)
Attribution Surveys (Placed and 
Starch)
Engagement (Social Shares)

In-Store Placements
Retargeting

Brick & Mortar / eComerce Sales
Revenue / Return on Ad Spend 
(sales data)

KPI/MEASUREMENTS
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